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WWWhhhyyy   WWWeee   DDDOOO   WWWhhhaaattt   WWWeee   DDDOOO   aaattt   AAAfffrrraaaiiiddd   tttooo   TTTrrraaadddeee   
 

New members - and even longer-term members - have asked for clarifications about some of the specific terms we use 

in the reports and I wanted to create a one-stop reference for the majority of the terms we use, what they mean, and 

how it translates into trading strategies on an intraday or swing trading basis.   

Our Process 

A simplified explanation of our process - the analysis and planning that we do in the reports - is that we start with the 

Broader Narrative and then drill-down (top-down approach) from that Narrative to our "Planning the Next Trading Day" 

section where we ... plan what to expect and how to react on the very next trading day (applicable to swing traders as 

well). 

We call this a "Game-Plan" which consists of a Dominant and Alternate Thesis (I'll define these later) based on classic 

technical analysis and what the majority of traders - using multiple strategies or indicators collectively - think the market 

"should" or "should not" do.   

Our intraday trades - taken either in the futures market (@ES, @YM, @TF, or @NQ) or with ETFs (SPY, DIA, QQQ, or 

IWM) - are simply us "playing out" what we expect the market to do as planned from the night before. Our trades are 

thus characterized within the context of our planning - and usually are in terms of whether price is "moving away" from 

a particular price/pivot level or "toward" a particular level.  We try to keep it simple and arrive at a dominant and 

alternate thesis and then let price - in the next day in real time - tell us what to do. 

Taking it a step further, we segment the intraday environment in terms of "DAY STRUCTURE" which is often classified as 

a Trend Day (our favorite but less common), a Range Day (less favored but far more common), or a "Rounded Reversal" 

which is a specific progression for a Failed Trend Day.  Retracement and breakout trades are favored on Trend Days 

while "Fade" Trades are favored on Range Days.  Reversal and Breakout Trades are favored on a Rounded Reversal. 
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Reviewing 

"Narrative, Game-Plan, and Day Structure" 

That's the three-factor model that we use at Afraid to Trade for our intraday and even swing trading programs. 

As a member, you have your choice of trading futures (better for intermediate or advanced intraday traders) or ETFs - 

including leveraged ETFs (intraday only) which is better for new or developing traders (or trying out new strategies). 

I like to show you the SPY because we can "Speak the Same Language" no matter what market we trade.  I started 

trading the SPY and DIA ETFs when I began Day Trading and eventually moved into the @YM and @ES futures markets 

as I got more experience and was consistently profitable and wanting to make more money/profit from my trading 

activities.   

Let's start unpacking some of the terms I just used - they're vital to understanding our methods at Afraid to Trade. 

Broader Narrative 

The Broader Narrative refers to "What's Moving the Market."   

Examples of “Narratives” from Last Decade

 

The presentation slide above highlights some of the main narratives for the Stock Market from 1996 until 2013.  I started 

my trading 'hobby/interest' during what we would later call the "Tech Bubble" or period of Irrational Exuberance which 

was a time where fundamental valuation was irrelevant and overpowered by a tide of euphoria from people buying 

stocks because everyone else was buying and profiting from owning stocks.  This gave way inevitably to the "Tech 

Bubble Burst" where virtually everything declined and if you bought any stock, you lost money - and some "high flying" 

stocks went bankrupt, wiping out the profits of "Paper Millionaires."  Those who adapted to the "Buy everything and 
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make money" Narrative were wiped out when the Narrative - what moved the market - shifted to the "Sell everything 

because the bubble burst" narrative.   

Later, a low-volatility recovery corresponded with the "Housing Market Boom" where - like tech stocks previously - 

virtually any investment in real estate was profitable - and loans were made to people who could not afford to pay them 

back.  Later, this gave way to the Housing Market decline which escalated into the Financial Crisis of 2008 where - at a 

much faster/violent pace than the Tech Bubble Crash - virtually everything collapsed quickly.  Stocks were to be avoided 

or shorted during this "Narrative Shift" where the economy was in serious trouble and stocks collapsed.   

Intervention - from the Government and Central Banks - ceased the crisis and we entered into a period where Central 

Banks printed money via Quantitative Easing and provided extremely loose or "Easy Money Policies."  This shifted the 

narrative away from the Crisis and toward what we would later call a "Tepid Economic Recovery with Central Bank 

Intervention and Money-Printing Stimulus."  The effect of the intervention was indirect manipulation of stock prices 

higher which is - as of May 2015 - the current broader narrative.   

Narratives DO NOT change quickly and are comprised of multiple factors.  The goal is to take the conflicting 

data/information and arrive at a simple "story" as to what's moving the market and what broader factors are most 

important in either pushing the market higher or lower.  Think of the Narrative as the wind blowing a sailboat. 

We want to be in line with the current narrative and be aware of when our trades are consistent with/confirming the 

narrative and when they are against the narrative.  Also, think of narratives as long-term trends on the price charts. 

Traders can profit efficiently when aligned with the current narrative but fail when they ignore it, fight it, or fail to adapt 

when the current narrative changes (and strategies which WERE working suddenly STOP working). 

Game Planning the Next Day 

Once we take into account the Broader Narrative, we then develop our short-term trading strategies for swing or 

intraday trading tactics.  The Game-Plan at its core is "What we expect the market to do... and what we expect it NOT to 

do."  Ideally, if we expect the market to break above resistance and trade higher tomorrow, the market WILL break 

higher tomorrow and we'll simply buy intraday pullbacks or else hold a bullish position as long as the market continues 

trading higher (there are rules for that). 

Thus our Game Plan shapes our behavior as intraday traders as to what to expect, what levels to monitor closely, and 

how to adapt/adjust when "something unexpected happens."  We're also fully aware that a SURPRISE or what we call 

"Alternate Thesis Outcome" can - and often does - result in a Larger than Expected price movement.   

We at Afraid to Trade strongly encourage you to memorize this key planning quote: 

IF something should happen but does not, THEN it often leads to a Larger than Expected Move in the Opposite Direction 

Bigger price movements - and thus chances to make a lot of money quickly/easily - often occur when something 

"unexpected" happens which traps one side of the market and forces them to exit their positions, which joins with the 

winning side.  In the example of an upside price breakout, buyers would initially overpower selling pressure to push 

price through resistance into new highs - buyers would be dominant.  Sellers - or "bears" - who have sold positions short 

into resistance have also placed stop-loss orders above resistance because they "think" price should not trade above 

resistance.  When in real-time price DOES trade above resistance, they will be forced to buy-back their position which is 
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a force of demand, and they must join the buyers to buy-back shares to exit their position.  Thus, breakouts are often 

fueled by one side happily putting on new positions or adding to existing positions as the opposite side of the market is 

frustrated and exiting losing positions via planned (or emotional) stop-losses.  These create "impulses" and we have 

certain terms for these events such as "Short Squeezes" or "Popped Stops." 

Often, our Game-Planning will refer first to the trend and trend structure - including how strong the trend is and the 

probability of it continuing.  Price movement on high volume, momentum, and internals (defined later) would have 

greater odds of continuing in the same direction, thus encouraging us to join into the price movement with retracement 

or breakout trades. 

However, price movement - especially in a mature/lengthy trend - showing weakness, divergences, and non-

confirmations has a lower probability of continuing and a greater probability of reversing.  We'll be more cautious with 

our pro-trend trades and will be ready to adapt to a short-term trend reversal with reversal, breakdown, and eventually 

retracement trades if a new short-term trend swing develops.   

We also reference key inflection or pivot levels - such as round numbers like 2,000, Moving Averages, Fibonacci Levels, 

Price Trendlines, and other indicators to align which develops a 'confluence' or key inflection level.  Price is often moving 

TOWARD or AWAY from key confluence/pivot price levels and thus our expectation - and intraday targets - often 

develop from expectations of price moving toward or away from key levels.  We'll just trade the intraday set-ups that 

occur IN the direction of the expected movement toward or away from a key level as defined on the higher frame. 

Dominant Thesis ("What Should Happen") 

Let's start by defining our Dominant Thesis. 

This refers simply to what we think SHOULD happen tomorrow (or over the next few sessions).   

This is based on multiple methods/indicators to get a sense of what the majority of traders think will happen next and 

thus how they are positioning.  This would refer to the methods of classic technical analysis commonly known to most if 

not virtually all professional and developing traders.  There are certain rules/expectations or principles that price follows 

and unless something surprising happens, price "should" follow these rules according to historical norms. 

If we believe the Dominant Thesis is that the market - in a bullish trend - will rally up off a key support level (where it is 

positioned today) into the next session, then we will look to play bullish set-ups (breakouts or retracements) that occur 

as price moves "UP AWAY FROM" the key support level from which we think it will move.   

We're also aware that buyers - already positioning at this level and who we expect to create the upward price action yet 

to come - will place Stop Losses UNDERNEATH this key level and will be forced to liquidate/sell their positions in the 

future event that price instead "surprises" them by breaking under the key support level and potentially reversing the 

trend they assumed would continue.  This would trigger our "Alternate" Thesis outcome for which we plan. 
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Alternate Thesis ("What Should NOT Happen") 

Simply stated, this is what the market "SHOULD NOT" do, given the collective wisdom/expectations of technical analysis 

and the majority of traders participating in the market.  For example, a market into resistance with divergences SHOULD 

NOT break immediately through resistance.  In the example above, a bullishly trending market that has retraced (or 

pulled back) to a key expected support level - such as a trendline or important moving average - SHOULD NOT 

immediately break down through the support level.   

If either of these situations happens, it would be a SURPRISE to the market and thus FORCE those who "did the right 

thing" (or the logical/expected position) to liquidate their positions to limit the losses that are mounting up from price 

action "doing something they didn't think it would do."   

This is why we plan for Alternate Thesis outcomes - WHEN price surprises the majority of traders with open positions, it 

creates rapid price action as these traders liquidate their positions.  When price unexpectedly breaks through to new 

highs, it forces short-sellers to buy-back to cover losing positions and their collective "get me out!" buy orders join with 

other buy order from traders opening NEW positions or adding size to EXISTING positions.   

The result is a term we use called a "FEEDBACK LOOP" wherein higher prices result in higher prices because they CAUSE 

bears to exit and bulls to buy... and higher prices thus CAUSE more bears who were stubbornly holding on to exit which 

thus CAUSES conservative bulls who missed the breakout to abandon caution and jump into a surging market or else be 

left behind.   

As traders, these events can generate rapid profits into our accounts if we planned and adapted to the real-time action... 

or it can result in rapid, often significant losses if we are stubborn and declare "Well the market HAS to go down 

eventually so I'll just keep holding short!"   That's terrible logic and it's PRECISELY what propels a market higher in a 

short-squeeze or lower in the opposite which is called a "Long Liquidation Flush." 

Day Structure - How We Actually Trade! 

Ok - so we have the Narrative ("What's Moving the Market on the Big Picture Frame - and won't change") AND the 

Evening Game-Plan ("Price Should Do THIS but NOT Do That... as in "Price should continue moving higher away from the 

key support level up toward our resistance target").  Swing traders can stop here and just trade positions - in whatever 

market, ETF, futures contract, or stock they want - and profit from the higher timeframe Daily Chart swings in price. 

If you are an intraday trader, you have more chances to be efficient and profit from price moving from one level to the 

next.  We can trade little set-ups (trades) that occur as price "swings" up or down toward our planning targets - whether 

the market does what we think it should or if it doesn't. 

There are THREE types of what we call "Day Structure" which just means how we classify a Day.  Our indicators on which 

we focus - and the types of trades we take - as well as how we manage those trades - will be DIFFERENT (and often 

opposite) depending on the Type of Day the market price is creating. 
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Trend Day 
A "TREND DAY" occurs when the market opens at one extreme (especially with an overnight gap) and moves in the same 

direction all day to close at the opposite extreme.  Trend days show the highest degree of directional price movement 

and price can cover a lot of ground quickly to move away from or toward a key higher timeframe target. 

Trend Days are the BEST chance for most traders to make profit, though so many traders struggle and lose money by 

outsmarting what is actually extraordinary easy.  A Trend Day may occur either as the Dominant or Alternate thesis, but 

it often occurs when the market "does something it shouldn't" which traps traders and results in sudden directional 

movement - our Alternate Thesis outcome. 

Factors that precede intraday Trend Days include overnight activity in the futures (or European) markets, a New Event 

prior to the Market Open (like a Jobs Report the first Friday of the Month), or some other event that is unusual before 

the market opens.  Trend Days often begin with a relatively large opening gap - especially on high/unusual volume or 

momentum activity (this would be a confirmation).  Price may retrace within the first 30-min to an hour but if price 

breaks and continues trading IN the direction of the opening gap after one to two hours, AND 

momentum/internals/volume is strong, THEN we have high odds for the remainder of the session developing into a 

beloved Trend Day. 
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A Breakout Trend Day - ALTERNATE THESIS outcome - that emerged after the first hour's range on May 18, 2015.  It was 

an alternate thesis play because price was into resistance into $212.00 with negative divergences.  The breakout 

resulted in a Short-Squeeze impulse that was tradable with three pullbacks or breakout trades. 
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A pure, 100% Textbook Example of a Beginning (big opening gap), Middle, and End (at the highs) Trend Day or what we 

call a "T3 Trend Day" which means "Type 3" or the Best Possible Trend Day (a "Type 2" would be like the prior example 

which was a bit weaker because it didn't begin the morning session with a large upside opening gap). 

This example is from May 14, 2015 and was part of our DOMINANT thesis (rallying up away from the $210 SPY level). 
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On Trend Days, we look to trade EXCLUSIVELY in the direction of the prevailing intraday trend.  If the market gaps higher 

and continues trading higher, we will ONLY trade bullish/buy trades by entering retracement/pullback (flag) or breakout 

trade set-ups, often using a combination of the 5-min and 1-min chart. 

We like to enter trades on pullbacks/retracements to the rising 20 period EMA on a 5-min chart - those often create the 

best set-ups.  We're willing to trade pullbacks off the 50 period EMA (5-min) but be more cautious with these.   

If price is so strong that it can't retrace to a rising (or falling) 20 EMA on a 5-min chart, then the impulse is strong and 

we'll have to look for another method to enter low-risk trades (we can't just buy because the market is going up... 

though if the Trend Day is going to continue, that strategy of simply entering the trend would beat complex methods 

that had you conservatively remaining on the sideline). 

We'll drop to the 1-min chart on a strongly trending day and use the 20 and 50 period EMAs on the 1-min chart to buy 

pullbacks into an extremely strong Trend.   

We can also choose to enter bullish trades on a bullish trend day when price breaks above a falling trendline (during a 

retracement swing) or above a 5-min simple reversal candle high (like a hammer or doji).  Don't get too caught up on 

perfecting your entry - your goal should be to get the trade on whenever possible instead of aiming for excellence in 

execution or efficiency - you'll miss the move if you're "too perfect." 

We like to target the upper Bollinger Band or preferably hold the position open as long as possible, exiting with a profit 

when price later breaks under a rising trendline or under a 5-min reversal candle low (reverse the rules for a sell trade 

on a down trend day). 

We can trail the stop either BETWEEN the 20 and 50 EMAs on the 5-min chart or under the 50 EMA.  DO NOT trail your 

stop too tightly on a Trend Day - price can be more volatile and if your stop is too close, you will be stopped out for a 

loss when the market then kicks you out and continues trading higher (or lower) without you on board.   

You'll hear me use the phrase "It is ILLEGAL to trade reversal trades on a Trend Day" and it is.  If you go short at ANY 

time when price is developing a bullish trend day (5-min chart) and price is trading above the rising 20 EMA (5-min 

chart), then you committed a trading error.  You can take my word for it based on my experience and working with 

clients over the years... or you will learn it yourself with your financial losses.  Either way, you can be guaranteed that 

you WILL learn this lesson that fighting/fading (playing reversal trades)on a Trend Day is a superior and exciting way to 

drain your account balance and cut your career as a developing trader short.  Please listen to me about this trading rule.  

At the end of the day, it's your trading account and not mine that will suffer losses if you try to outwit me on this point. 

Range Day 
One of my clients famously refers to these days as "Rage Days" and I completely understand why.  Unfortunately for us, 

Range Days are more common than Trend Days so even if you hate them, you'll do well to learn how to recognize them, 

how they develop, and how specifically to trade them.  We call these Inefficient Days because you do a lot of work and 

at the end of the day, aren't rewarded with a lot of money, at least when compared to the simple strategies that are 

highly effective at generating high profits on Trend Days. 
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Range Days are Consolidation Days where neither Bulls (buyers) nor Bears (sellers) are victorious in moving price higher 

or lower - they balance each other.  Each rally (swing) higher is cross-checked by sellers who drop the market lower, only 

to be cross-checked again by buyers who rally the market back to where it once was. And then sellers knock it down. 

Range Days often begin with NO overnight or pre-market news or futures/overseas market price movement.  They begin 

the morning WITHOUT an opening gap, or if there's a gap, it's relatively small and filled within the first 30-min or at 

worst, an hour.  If we see nothing out of the ordinary AND price is not gapping in the morning, we can assume today will 

likely be a Range Day and we have the choice of sticking around and trading it... or considering taking a vacation day! 

If we expect today to be a Range Day, we'll focus our attention on the default Bollinger Band indicator, rely LESS on 

Moving Averages of any kind (which work best on Trend Days), and we'll be watching for divergences at the top and 

bottom (resistance and support) of any trading range that develops during the day. 
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Our best trading strategy will be "Fade" Trades that occur INTO a resistance level or the upper Bollinger Band as 

negative divergences (in momentum or market internals) occur on the 1-min chart.  We'll trigger short into this 

particularly "fade" trade into resistance with divergences either on a break under a rising trendline or on the break 

under a 5-min reversal candle low (like a doji, spinning top, or shooting star).   

We'll target the lower Bollinger Band or clear support level (target) and will exit the trade on a TOUCH of this level (or 

the Bollinger Band).  We'll consider a "Flip/Reverse" strategy where the profitable exit of one trade may be an entry 

signal for the very next trade.  If visual positive divergences occur into a target support level on a Range Day - especially 

after a successful short-sale trade down toward support - then we'll trigger into a bullish buy 'fade' trade which would 

similarly target the upper Bollinger Band or prior high.  Rinse, wash, repeat until the session closes or price instead 

breaks out of the visual range (which could result in a mid-day breakout Trend Day environment).  Do not short an 

afternoon range breakout (or buy an afternoon bearish range breakdown).   
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Rounded Reversal Day 
Our final "Day Structure" category is the Rounded Reversal which is a technical term for a "Failed Trend Day." 

Rounded reversals START as Trend Days but something goes wrong.  Perhaps price traded mid-day into a known higher 

timeframe target and price naturally reversed down from a key pivot level - that's perfectly fine and expected.  Trend 

Days can be the catalysts to propel price toward key levels.  If the level is achieved within the trading day, it can result in 

a reversal. 
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A Rounded Reversal day develops visual divergences and a sideways price action - almost taking the form of an Arc - 

going into lunchtime or mid-day.  Usually price breaks under (or above) the 20 EMA on the 5-min chart and eventually it 

goes on to break through the 50 EMA which is the "Line in the Sand" for defining a Trend Day.   

If after a lengthy divergence, price then breaks through the 50 EMA (5-min), odds are high that the remainder of the 

session will be a REVERSAL of the morning trend and can be played with retracement or breakout trades just like a Trend 

Day.  Perfect "Rounded Reversal" sessions take the form of a parabolic arc, but sometimes we can see V-Spike Reversals 

which look more like the letter V on a 5-min or 1-min chart than the traditional - and easier to trade - U Reversals. 
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Let's Get Started! 

Overcome fear, doubt, and hesitation with our three-factor trading method!  Take the guess-work and confusion out of 

your trading.  Each day I'll teach lessons and highlight how the previous night's analysis factored into today's trading 

session.  You'll learn our set-ups and have access to all archives from April 2009 at your fingertips to study these 

concepts and more.   

Here's a quick refresher of our three-factor trading approach: 

 

The Narrative doesn't change and I'll alert you when we're seeing shifts in the current Narrative.   

Focus your attention on the Game Planning section of each night's report where I'll highlight the trend structure, 

momentum or internal strength or weakness (assessing the health of a trend in motion), pinpoint key levels, and create 

a "Price Pathway" to expect on the next trading day.  Each night you will have a Dominant Thesis counterbalanced with 

an Alternate Thesis and should be ready for either outcome during the next trading day.  Focus your attention on "What 

will I do if this happens" in tomorrow's session. 

Focus on the pre-market activity and the open - whether or not there is a gap (and how large/small it is).  Large gaps 

suggest Trend Days; small (or no) gaps often forecast a Range Consolidation Day. 

We use different strategies, focus on different indicators, and take different foundational trade set-ups depending on 

Day Structure.   

By taking the time to prepare for the next day, you'll have a clear expectation of important levels (which price is either 

moving toward or away from) and what type of trading strategy or set-ups to deploy. The market will either move in the 

direction of our Dominant OR Alternate Thesis.  From that, the Market will either move quickly - in a Trend Day - or 

slowly for a Range Day in the context of our Dominant/Alternate Thesis planning. 

Your job is simplified by putting on the trades - retracements or breakouts on Trend Days; Fades on Range Days; 

Breakout or Retracement Trades on Rounded Reversals - as price moves in the direction we planned (or the alternate 

thesis... also for which we planned). 

Each day is a learning experience and don't become frustrated if things don't work out perfectly - there's always 

tomorrow and by learning the lessons of today, you'll improve along your trading journey day by day - step by step! 
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Trading Process 

Study (Evening)

Recognize Opportunity

• Initial Target and Initial Stop (Reward/Risk)

Trade Entry

• Trailed Stop, Exit Before Target or Stop (New Info)

Trade Management

Trade Exit

 

 


